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2018, Low yields, great vintage. 

The 2018 vintage is characterized by exceptional weather conditions.

After an episode of drought throughout the vegetative cycle in 2017, the accumulative precipitations 

in November amounted to 250 mm. The rather mild winter allowed our teams to prune the vineyard in 

the most favourable days of the lunar calendar according to the principles of biodynamics. This precise 

work promoted a balanced vegetation and avoided disbudding. We then enjoyed a beautiful vegetative 

period until flowering which, thanks to the wind, took place in the best conditions and allowed a 

historically abundant grape outburst. The regular rainy events that followed, between early May and 

late June, made the vineyard work more complicated than usual. The appellations of Châ-

teauneuf-du-Pape and Côtes du Rhône experienced a strong attack of mildew, especially on Grenache, 

a more sensitive variety that was the first to be affected. The Gigondas appellation area was spared by 

the rain and therefore was a good vintage, with no crop loss. The good weather came back from July 

1 to August 15 with abundant high temperatures. A storm of 100 mm on August 15th was the last rain-

fall of the season. 

The good weather then lasted throughout the harvest, allowing to pick each parcel at perfect matu-

rity. They began on August 22 with Viognier which gave wines with nice balance. The white grape 

harvest continued until September 3rd. White Grenache expressed a lot of salinity and tension. The 

white Châteauneuf du Pape was barrelled at mid-fermentation allowing to work the fine lees which 

brought roundness and balance.  The red grape harvest began on 7 September with Syrah in Côtes du 

Rhône, followed by Grenache, Mourvèdre and Carignan. The harvest ended on October 5th in 

Vinsobres. The alcoholic fermentations went well: during the maceration we favoured soft extrac-

tions with daily pumping over. The malolactic fermentations started spontaneously at the beginning 

of November on all the wines.

In this 2018 vintage, the wines of Gigondas are silky and elegant, the Vinsobres more round and 

opulent and the Châteauneuf-du-Pape have a beautiful aromatic complexity with a nice balance.
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Château de Beaucastel - Châteauneuf-du-Pape Rouge - 2018Château de Beaucastel - Châteauneuf-du-Pape Rouge - 2018

Coudoulet de Beaucastel - Côtes-du-Rhône Rouge - 2018Coudoulet de Beaucastel - Côtes-du-Rhône Rouge - 2018

                                                                                                                                                   

Château de Beaucastel in Châteauneuf-du-Pape is a magical place surrounded by hills dotted 

with vineyards, ancient olive trees and truffle oaks. Here, nature blossoms. Very old vines 

with knotted feet stand in the traditional bush-vine style on a floor of solid round stones. 

When the mistral blows - this legendary wind that comes from the Alps and rushes down 

the Rhone Valley – you can hear it rushing through the vines and revealing the scents of 

the scrubland. It is on this ancestral land of 13 grape varieties that the wines of Château de 

Beaucastel are born every year.

The 2018 vintage has a deep colour. The nose is intense with aromas of cassis, blackberries, 

sweet spices and hints of “Garrigue”. The mouth is very elegant, pure, delicately fleshy, 

full-bodied, concentrated and enhanced with black fruit. The finish is long, velvety, fresh, 

strong, expressive and persistent.

Famille Perrin

Beautiful color, the nose is distinguished with a nice bouquet of red fruit (blackcurrant, 

raspberry, blackberry) associated with spicy notes and a mineral touch. The palate is full 

and balanced. The tannins are silky and very mellow. A superb wine.

Famille Perrin
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Domaine du Clos des Tourelles is located just below the village of Gigondas. This historical 

and emblematic vineyard of 3 hectares of very old Grenache on limestone soils with sandy-marl 

is the last Clos still existing in Gigondas.

Domaine du Clos des Tourelles - Gigondas - 2018Domaine du Clos des Tourelles - Gigondas - 2018

The color is garnet with purple undertones.

Nice bouquet of black cherries, undergrowth and a beautiful freshness. On the palate, the 

tannins are velvety, full-bodied with aromas of raspberries and morello cherries.

The finish is deliciously kirsch, with notes of black fruit and “Herbes de Provence”. A very 

elegant vintage expressing all the complexity of old Grenache on sandy soils.

Famille Perrin

Les Hauts de Julien - Vinsobres - Vieilles Vignes - 2018Les Hauts de Julien - Vinsobres - Vieilles Vignes - 2018

The vineyard is located 40 km north of Châteauneuf-du-Pape at an altitude of 300m 

benefiting from a cool climate, perfect for Syrah. Les Hauts de Julien is made with grapes 

from an old plot of vines (around 90 years old) co-planted in Syrah and Grenache.  

The 2018 vintage is the perfect expression of a terroir with altitude in Vinsobres, in the 

Drôme Provencale. The nose reveals notes of red fruit (cherry, raspberry), black fruit 

(blackberry, blackcurrant), spices and a discreet touch of black olives and forest floor. The 

palate is mineral, marked by the terroir, fine, dense, full-bodied and precise. Beautiful 

texture, of great purity !

Famille Perrin

Selections Parcellaires from the Perrin Family allow a discovery of the terroirs and the richness

of the Southern Rhône Valley, AOC Vinsobres and AOC Gigondas. With the same know-how

and the same passion as for Château de Beaucastel, the Perrin Family strives to reveal the essence

of each terroir, its authenticity, its specificity. We also find in each of these wines the "Famille

Perrin" signature : Organic and biodynamic approach, art of blending and freshness of the aromas

of the South. 
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L’Argnée - Gigondas - Vieilles Vignes - 2018L’Argnée - Gigondas - Vieilles Vignes - 2018

A small plot of less than 1 hectare of pre-Phyloxera vines (around 100 years old). The yields 

are very small and the production is limited to 1500 bottles a year.

The nose is fruity, elegant, aromatic and offers a nice precision, intensity and great finesse.

The palate is fruity, full-bodied, tense, lively, nice mineral freshness. The 2018 vintage 

expresses notes of blackberry, blackcurrant and slightly chocolate, violet and a subtle hint 

of red berries. The tannins are elegant and precise.

Famille Perrin

Les Christins - Vacqueyras - 2018Les Christins - Vacqueyras - 2018

Produced on a very clayey terroir with stones from the Ouvèze river, the Grenache is 

dominant and develops a fleshy wine. It's typical aromas of chocolate, cherry and fig 

match beautifully with the Syrah (violet, spice, liquorice).

The Christins 2018 expresses a fruity nose. There are notes of black cherries and cassis. The 

palate is fruity, pure, mineral, balanced, racy and offers nice freshness.

The finish is long, precise and persistent.

Famille Perrin

La Gille - Gigondas - 2018La Gille - Gigondas - 2018

Produced on sandy soils, which cover a small part of the appellation, Grenache expresses 

great softness and is very aromatic without being heavy. This wine is full bodied but with 

finesse at the same time.

The Gille 2018 reveals notes of crushed blackberries, cassis with subtle hints of spices, thyme 

and some hints of white pepper.

The palate is fruity, juicy, greedy, sweet, round and offers beautiful finesse. Very nice length 

for this vintage.

Famille Perrin
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Les Sinards - ChLes Sinards - Châteauneuf du Pape - 2018teauneuf du Pape - 2018

The other Châteauneuf of the family! For the most part Les Sinards is made from the young 

vines at Beaucastel and a neighboring vineyard we farm. Mostly Grenache, this is a classic 

Châteauneuf du Pape.

Les Sinards 2018 expresses an intense bouquet of red and black fruit, sweet spices and slight 

mineral notes. The palate is well balanced with a lot of freshness. The tannins are fine and 

elegant, the finish is very long, aromatic, and sweet.

Famille Perrin


